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POLICY
 Russia-Ukraine Crisis and the Impact on the Aerospace and Defence
Industries - Russia-Ukraine Crisis and the Impact on the Aerospace and Defence



Industries is the title of a short report issued by...Continue reading →
Defence expenditures of NATO countries: - 7 major NATO contributors
(excluding US); comparison North America vs Europe; 7 major NATO contributors; 7
higher per capita contributors; 8 major NATO contributors….Continue reading →

Quadrennial Defense Review 2014 - It should be read as a strategy-driven
document Following Secretary Hagel’s February 24 preview, the Administration
made its “full” Presidential...Continue reading →

SECURITY / CYBER
Nato to concentrate cyber services in The Hague - Nato wants to bring all IT,



own network digital security and missile defense operations together; Within two years
between 50...Continue reading →



Healey(*): “With cyber, it’s not just that it’s classified, it’s that they
really aren’t sure what the cyber domain is going to look like, - US
spending on cyber, both defensive and offensive, will continue to grow in the coming
years, including in the fiscal...Continue reading →
How vulnerable is America’s power grid to a planned assault? - An attack
that took place last April on a PG&E (PCG) electrical substation outside of San Jose,
Calif., was originally...Continue reading →

NEW TECHNOLOGIES
 Benefits and Limitations of 3D Printing in Defence & Aerospace
Industries - 3D printing is making inroads in defense and aerospace projects as
it is proving useful to manufacture small, complex items. Still, it’s...Continue reading





→

LM Small Business Innovation Research Program Win-Win - The SBIR
program is designed in a three-phased award process. Phase I supports exploration of an
idea or technology; phase...Continue reading →
Rugged computers proliferate through military applications - Onboard
computing for the military is increasingly common and crucial for military weapons,
vehicles, and sensors, which is driving requirements...Continue reading →

UNMANNED
 Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems Regulation by ENAC - The Italian





regulation on remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) was officially presented.
Following the introduction...Continue reading →
Army cleared to fly next-generation eye-in-the-sky - Approval has been
given for the Army’s own pilots to begin live-flying the unarmed Watchkeeper from
Boscombe Down in Wiltshire;...Continue reading →
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